Can you follow the clues, break the code and prove yourself to be a worthy member of Team Veritas?
Try and complete the challenge below!
1. Visit 6 locations on the site using the extracts from the ‘Secret Breakers’ series by H.L. Dennis to help you find them.
2. Take the numbered letter from the name of each location or object there.
3. Solve the anagram to reveal a hidden word.
LOCATION FIVE:

T RE A S URE TR A IL

ta
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OBJECT:

ke lett
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Secret Breakers Book 1: The Power of Three

Secret Breakers Book 4: Tower of the Winds
er

Secret Breakers Book 6: Circle of Fire

‘Pegasus!’ the girl yelled, waving one arm. ‘I
got here at six and saw the winged horse and
climbed up.’

ta

‘The monument was made of stone. It was
shaped like an open book.’

‘I lost control on the driveway trying to avoid
the crazy water feature there.’

ta

LOCATION ONE:

LOCATION THREE:

_______ ____

____

*hint: near the stableyard

*hint: it’s before the Codebreakers’ Wall

______ ________

OBJECT:

*hint: near the tennis court

LOCATION FOUR:

‘They could see the box by the back gate.’

‘She led them to a large room with a massively
high stained-glass ceiling covered with
pictures of flowers. At the end was a tall stone
fireplace with a bust on top.’

‘There was no bell or knocker, just a door
between two pillars. At the base of each was a
stone animal.’

Secret Breakers Book 1: The Power of Three

Secret Breakers Book 1: The Power of Three

ta

8

______ ___
*hint: near the garages

WHAT IS YOUR HIDDEN WORD?

OBJECT:

Bust of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
*hint: inside the Mansion

__ __ __ __ __ __

ke lett

2

er

4

OBJECT:

ke lett

er

ke lett

er

ta

Secret Breakers Book 3: The Knights of Neustria

ta

LOCATION TWO:

LOCATION SIX:

OBJECT:
_______

*hint: at the entrance to the Mansion

Secret Breakers books are available
in the Bletchley Park shop

